We investigate the possibility of using fractal geometry to construct radiating elements for phased array radar. We seek to understand whether the characteristics of individual fractal designs can give rise to multi-band or broadband performance and we do this by looking at Hilbert curves, log-periodic and circular-log-periodic radiating elements. We present the theory and discuss software that has been developed in order to model fractal elements and we present our findings accordingly.
Investigations into Novel Multi-band Antenna Designs

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This report describes investigations into some novel antenna designs, which were done via a collaboration between the Electronic Warfare and Radar Division and the University of Adelaide’s Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering. The work was sponsored in part by the Electronic Warfare and Radar Division and in part by the Centre of Expertise in Phased Array and Microwave Radar Systems (CEPAMiR) Task 2.3.

The objectives of this project were twofold:

1) To investigate novel antenna designs such as fractal antennas and consider whether their performance and characteristics such as multi-band or broadband characteristics will make them more suitable for multiple applications such as radar, Elint and communications than more conventional designs.

2) Design a broadband or multi-band antenna element to see what range of matching and gain characteristics can be obtained in both the L-band (1260-1400 MHz) and S-band (3300-3500 MHz). The element will be considered for use in an antenna array configuration with a view to further enhancing the gain characteristics.

These objectives were achieved by both theoretical investigation and computer simulation. Future work will include endeavouring to modify the designs to incorporate dual polarisation, building the antennas, as well as experimental work that will use the manufactured antenna elements.
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1. Introduction

This report describes investigations into some novel antenna designs, which were done via a collaboration between the Electronic Warfare and Radar Division and the University of Adelaide’s Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering. The work was sponsored in part by the Electronic Warfare and Radar Division and in part by the Centre of Expertise in Phased Array and Microwave Radar Systems (CEPAMiR) Task 2.3.

The objectives of this project were twofold:

1) To investigate novel antenna designs such as fractal antennas and consider whether their performance and characteristics such as multi-band or broadband characteristics will make them more suitable for multiple applications such as radar, ELINT and communications than more conventional designs.

2) Design a broadband or multi-band antenna element to see what range of matching and gain characteristics can be obtained in both the L-band (1260-1400 MHz) and S-band (3300-3500 MHz). The element will be considered for use in an antenna array configuration with a view to further enhancing the gain characteristics.

These objectives were achieved by both theoretical investigation and computer simulation. Future work will include endeavouring to modify the designs to incorporate dual polarisation, building the antennas, as well as experimental work that will use the manufactured antenna elements.

The project was partitioned into a number of stages.

1) A search for curves and shapes that had potential for unique characteristics when incorporated into antenna designs.

2) Writing innovative custom software to bypass the task of manually creating multiple antenna designs. This software, once it was written, automatically generated antenna design project files as input to the electromagnetic simulation package, HFSS.

3) Using the custom software to automatically create a number of antenna design project files and performing full wave electromagnetic simulation for each design using HFSS. This was followed by design and simulation of log periodic designs.

Each of these stages is detailed below.

1.1 Searching for Novel Curves

1.1.1 Motivation

One of the greatest driving forces in this antenna design research is the need for smaller antennas for use in defence and civilian communication. For antenna arrays in particular,
we require the reduction of the overall size of the array so that mutual coupling is minimised while obtaining broadband characteristics. Mutual coupling between elements increases as elements are placed closer together (when trying to reduce overall array size) but this is reduced as elements are miniaturised.

Specific curves, such as fractals and space filling curves have high length to surface area ratios. One aim is for these curves to be incorporated in designs and to see if they can demonstrate similar characteristics to longer length antennas that would occupy larger areas. Given that these two classes of curves have (literally) an infinite number of members and in practice, hundreds of interesting candidates that have been extensively investigated mathematically, we decided to limit our investigation to these two classes.

Fractals are considered to have no characteristic size due to being multi-scaled copies of themselves and this property is considered responsible for the multi-band characteristics and compact size when used in antenna designs [Werner and Ganguly 2003]. There are opposing views expressing that the multiscale geometry of fractals does not endow them uniquely with any properties they are highly regarded for and they are not particularly the best candidates for multi-band, compactness or any other properties [Gonzalez-Arbesu 2003], [Best 2001, 2002a, 2002b, 2003a, 2003b].

1.1.2 Description

To formally define fractals and space filling curves requires the formalism of Hilbert Spaces and Iterated Function Systems. These are reviewed in Appendix A. Informally, we can describe fractals and space filling curves by comparing and contrasting them. For example, many fractals and space filling curves are both defined iteratively. Also both, by definition, are curves in the limit i.e. in theory they have infinite detail, although when used in practice, the “in-the-limit” process is truncated to make fabrication practical. In the case of fractals, the term pre-fractal is often used for curves produced by a finite number of iterations and of course, the properties of pre-fractals and fractals vary. For example, fractals are infinitely self similar where pre-fractals are only finitely self similar.

In contrast, only space filling curves fill a region (in the limit) and only fractals are multi-scaled versions of themselves. These ideas are described more fully and formally in [Barnsley 1993] and summarised in Appendix A.

There are also a number of overviews and introductions to the use of fractals in antenna and antenna array design, see [Werner et al 1999], [Werner and Mittra 2000] and [Werner and Ganguly 2003].

1.1.3 Research

We discovered that many papers in this research area fall into one of two categories.

One category reports the antenna characteristics of a particular fractal or space filling curves as predicted by numerical analysis and/or of measurements of specific antenna designs. Usually written by proponents of fractal antennas, these papers make comparisons between a number of fractals designs with the implication that it has already been established that fractals are superior to conventional designs (for some purpose) and
we only need to decide which fractal is best. Examples of these papers are [Anguera 2003, Zhu 2004]

The other category consists of researchers that are taking a more critical look at fractals. [Cohen 1997] observes that bending a wire into fractal shapes results in a high perimeter length in a small area that leads to multiple resonances but acknowledges that “fractal antennae obey the tradeoffs that all such antennas suffer: size for field strength; field strength for bandwidth. No small antenna, no matter what is promised, can give high gain, large bandwidth, and small size.”

Comparisons of a number of variations of the Hilbert and Peano space filling curves to the simpler meander-line monopole have been made in [Gonzalez-Arbesu 2003] and the conclusion is: when comparing quality factor and radiation efficiency against electrical size, the meander-line designs are superior.

Stephen Best [Best 2001, 2002a, 2002b, 2003a, 2003b] also reports in a number of papers, simple curves such as the meander-line and helix monopoles have the same or better properties compared to a number of fractals based on the Koch, Minkowski and Hilbert curves. The merit in this approach is that non-Euclidean designs (i.e. fractals) are compared with Euclidean designs (such as simple multiple bended lines) in order to establish which geometrical properties are likely to be responsible for the antenna characteristics.

All these researchers advocate that simple geometrical properties such as (wire) length rather than fractal properties such as fractal dimension (which is a measure of how much a fractal “covers” the region it occupies) are better indicators of antenna performance. ([Panoutsopoulos 2003] describes fractal dimension, specifically for two fractals, the Sierpinski Triangle and Square, as well as illustrating their multi-band characteristics).

2. Creating Designs Automatically

Ansoft HFSS was the 3-D electromagnetic simulation software package that was chosen to perform simulations of the various antenna designs. It is a widely used package for antenna modelling and simulations.

In order to do the simulation, a 3-D model of the antenna structure called an antenna design project, needs to be built inside the HFSS 3-D Modeller window. The model can be built manually by using the HFSS graphic user interface. However this is a time consuming task, and particularly for intricate geometrical shapes such as fractals, it is extremely difficult and time consuming to manually draw the shapes especially to the required accuracy.

The solution to this problem was to generate the 3-D model automatically by using HFSS macros. A HFSS macro is a collection of HFSS commands arranged in the Visual Basic
(VB) script format. We can generate a list of HFSS drawing commands with the required accuracy that will form the structure of the antenna.

We wrote custom software that we referred to as the HFSS Converter which was developed in the MATLAB programming language. This generated HFSS macros that contained HFSS commands to build intricate and complex geometric structures in HFSS 3D Modeller. Vertices of the fractal shapes were calculated using MATLAB scripts, and by using the HFSS Converter, the set of vertices was translated into HFSS commands. Running the macro produces the 3-D structure of the antenna inside HFSS 3-D Modeller. The benefit of using the HFSS Converter was that to simulate the various fractal shapes in HFSS, all that is required to do is to generate the vertices that define the shape itself in MATLAB. As long as the vertices are defined properly, the HFSS Converter would handle the generation of the 3-D model in HFSS.

With the HFSS Converter completed, MATLAB scripts were written that generated vertices for a number of different fractal geometries, such as the Hilbert space-filling curve and Sierpinski triangle. Using the scripts and the HFSS Converter, a number of microstrip antennas based on Hilbert space-filling curve were simulated in HFSS. Matching performance and gain patterns were characterised. Also two variations of a Log-Periodic design were considered. The Log-Periodic antenna is a broadband antenna design with desirable gain characteristics. The Log-Periodic antenna and the corresponding array were designed and simulated on the basis of having a more conventional design and for comparison with the fractal constructions.

Descriptions, performance characteristics, gain patterns and conclusions follow in the next sections for each design.

### 3. Electromagnetic Simulation

In this section, we give more detailed descriptions of the various antenna designs that were developed and simulated. The performance characteristics and the evaluation of the designs will also be discussed. In all the HFSS 3D antenna models in the simulations that are presented, the substrate dielectric is FR-4 Epoxy which has a relative permittivity of 4.4 and dielectric loss tangent of 0.02.

#### 3.1 Hilbert Curve Microstrip Antenna

##### 3.1.1 Description

The Hilbert space-filling curve was the representative fractal antenna. The construction of the Hilbert curve is shown in Figure 1 for the first 3 iterations.
Figure 1. The first 4 stages of a Hilbert space-filling curve.

Using a square microstrip patch (52.16 mm) resonating at 1.3 GHz as the Stage 0 shape, we have produced a microstrip patch antenna in the shape of a Stage 1 Hilbert curve. The HFSS model for the Hilbert microstrip patch antenna is shown in Figure 2.
3.1.2 Performance Characteristics

Simulation of the Hilbert curve patch antenna was done with the feed-point at various positions along the centre axis (y-axis) of the shape. All simulations were done with a 50 Ω source feeding the antenna structure. The return loss characteristic for the various feed positions between 1 to 10 GHz is shown in Figure 3. It is evident from the plot that the Hilbert microstrip patch antenna exhibits multiple resonances, i.e. a multi-band characteristic, and that the feed position determines where those resonances are located. Note that the feed position at 8.722 mm from the bottom edge yields the best result, with good return loss at 2.33, 2.89 and 5.88 GHz.
Figure 3. Return loss results for the Hilbert curve patch antenna. Results are shown for various probe locations: 0 mm from the bottom edge (blue), 8.722 mm from the bottom edge (red) and 23.26 mm from the bottom edge (green).

Gain characteristics shown in Figure 4 are for the Hilbert microstrip patch antenna with the feed position at 8.722 mm from the bottom edge. The 3-D radiation pattern shown in Figure 4, was captured for a frequency of 2.33 GHz.
Figure 4. 3-D gain pattern of the Hilbert microstrip antenna at 2.33 GHz.

The x-z plane and y-z plane radiation patterns are shown in Figure 5. It is clear that the maximum gain of 11 dBi is achieved in the y-z plane at around 30 degrees from the z-axis. The gain pattern is quite uniform around the x-z plane, with the gain of around 6 dBi. The x-z plane and y-z plane radiation patterns for 2.89 GHz are shown in Figure 6. The patterns are quite different to those at 2.33 GHz, and the gain values are substantially lower in some cases.
Figure 5. Radiation patterns of the Hilbert microstrip antenna at 2.33 GHz. X-Z plane gain pattern (blue) and Y-Z plane gain pattern (red).

Figure 6. Radiation patterns of the Hilbert microstrip antenna at 2.89 GHz. X-Z plane gain pattern (blue) and Y-Z plane gain pattern (red).
3.1.3 Hilbert Antenna Conclusions

Although the return loss and gain results of the Hilbert microstrip patch antenna are showing some desirable characteristics, there is the issue of designing the antenna to the desired resonant frequencies. As the location of the resonant points of the Hilbert microstrip antenna are determined by the geometric features of the shape that are not well understood at this stage, future work would be to investigate the correlation between the geometric features of the Hilbert fractal shape and the frequencies at which the Hilbert microstrip antenna resonates.

3.2 Log-periodic Microstrip Antenna

The log-periodic microstrip antenna is a more conventional approach for the implementation of a broadband antenna. The basis of this design is the linear array of coplanar patch antennas, with the size and spacing of the patches increasing in a log-periodic manner. At any given frequency throughout the designed bandwidth, there will always be a number of the patch antennas resonating and radiating within the log-periodic array, thus producing the broadband characteristic [Hall 1980].

3.2.1 Description

The geometry of the log-periodic microstrip antenna is shown in Figure 7.

The length \( L \) and width \( w \) of each antenna, as well as the spacing \( s \) between them increases along the array by the factor \( \tau \), as given by:

\[
\tau = \frac{L_{n+1}}{L_n} = \frac{w_{n+1}}{w_n} = \frac{s_{n+1}}{s_n}
\]
The six-element log-periodic microstrip antenna is shown in Figure 8. The smallest patch is designed to resonate at 3.4 GHz, i.e. \( L_1 = 19.25 \text{ mm} \) and \( w_1 = 16 \text{ mm} \). For the biggest patch to be resonating at 1.32 GHz, the factor \( \tau \) will need to be 1.208.

Therefore this antenna is designed to operate between the L-band and S-band. The microstrip patches on the upper substrate were proximity fed by the microstrip line on the lower substrate to further enhance the bandwidth [Balanis 2005]. The feed line was terminated in a matched load to absorb non-radiated power as may occur at the edges of the frequency band. The overall size of the antenna is 240 x 120 mm.

Figure 8. The 6-element log-periodic microstrip antenna.

3.2.2 Performance Characteristics

The return loss result between 0.1 to 6 GHz is shown in Figure 9. The result shows the the antenna is useable between about 1.1GHz and 1.6 GHz as well as most of 3.2 GHz to 4.5 GHz noting that the simulation may not accurate above 4.5 GHz. This performance isn’t adequate to describe the antenna as broadband.
Figure 9. Return loss result for the log-periodic microstrip antenna for 0.1 to 6 GHz.

The 3-D gain patterns at 1.36 GHz and 3.42 GHz are shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 respectively. The main beam of radiation for a log-periodic microstrip antenna should be directed perpendicularly outwards from the plane containing the microstrip patch elements. The 1.36 GHz gain pattern is showing a strong main beam slightly deviated from the z-axis. Referring to the radiation pattern showing in Figure 12, there is a strong spurious side-lobe as well as a deep null in the x-z plane pattern.

The radiation pattern of the log-periodic antenna at 3.42 GHz is shown in Figure 13. It can be seen that the pattern is much more regular compared to the 1.36 GHz, although the gain is only at around 3 dBi.
Figure 10. 3-D gain pattern of log-periodic microstrip antenna at 1.36 GHz.

Figure 11. 3-D gain pattern of the log-periodic microstrip antenna at 3.42 GHz.
Figure 12. Radiation patterns of the log-periodic microstrip antenna at 1.36 GHz. X-Z plane gain pattern (blue) and Y-Z plane gain pattern (red).

Figure 13. Radiation patterns of the log-periodic microstrip antenna at 3.42 GHz. X-Z plane gain pattern (blue) and Y-Z plane gain pattern (red).
3.2.3 Log-periodic Antenna Conclusions
The log-periodic antenna is showing some promise in obtaining the desired characteristics of the broadband antenna. However the following issues will need to be addressed:

1) Improving the return loss performance in the band between 1.36 GHz and 3.42 GHz. This can be done by introducing more elements in the log-periodic antenna, but at the cost of increasing in size.

2) The spurious radiation and strong side-lobe that are currently present in the 1.36 GHz gain pattern will need to be suppressed. Ideally the direction of maximum gain should be perpendicular to the plane of the antenna elements.

3) Increasing the absolute gain of the 3.42 GHz radiation pattern. This can be done by designing a more efficient resonator that will radiate more effectively at the higher frequency bands.

3.3 Circular Log-periodic Microstrip Antenna

3.3.1 Descriptions
Using the log-periodic microstrip antenna as a basis, the circular log-periodic microstrip antenna was developed. To maintain the same relative distance, in terms of wavelength, between the corresponding radiating elements in each branch, the “spokes” of the antenna are arranged around the circumference. For the current design there are 4 spokes with the corresponding element between the branches separated by half a wavelength. The model of the antenna is shown in Figure 14.

Each “spoke” of the antenna is fed equally via a 2-stage 4-way broadband Wilkinson power divider/combiner [Cohen 1968]. The phase remains constant between the feed to the 4 antenna spokes.
3.3.2 Performance Characteristics

The predicted return loss result between 0.1 and 5 GHz is shown in Figure 15. The result shows a desirable return loss of over 30 dBi near 3.33 GHz, but at 1.33 GHz, it is not as good as the single log-periodic antenna. Again the broadband characteristic is not achieved with the antenna. The 3-D gain patterns at 1.33 GHz and 3.33 GHz are shown in Figure 16 and Figure 17 respectively. The gain pattern shows that the spurious radiation in the 1.33 GHz band is quite severe, whereas near 3.33 GHz there is a well defined beam in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the antenna.

Looking at the radiation patterns shown in Figure 18 and Figure 19, it is evident that the circular periodic antenna has better performance near 3.33 GHz. The gain has improved slightly from 3 dBi in the single log-periodic to around 6 dBi for the antenna. The antenna is likely to be useable at 0.5-0.7 GHz, 1.8 GHz, 2 GHz and 3.1-3.6 GHz where there is a predicted return loss of at least 12 dBi.
Figure 15. Return loss result for the circular log-periodic microstrip antenna for 0.1 to 5 GHz.

Figure 16. 3-D gain pattern of the circular log-periodic microstrip antenna at 1.325 GHz.
Figure 17. 3-D gain pattern of the log-periodic microstrip antenna array at 3.33 GHz.
Figure 18. Radiation patterns of the circular log-periodic microstrip antenna at 1.325 GHz. X-Z plane gain pattern (blue) and Y-Z plane gain pattern (red).

Figure 19. Radiation patterns of the log-periodic microstrip antenna at 3.33 GHz. X-Z plane gain pattern (blue) and Y-Z plane gain pattern (red).
3.3.3 Circular Log-periodic Antenna Conclusions

There are two observations that can be drawn from the results:

By putting the single log-periodic into an circular structure, the gain characteristics for the higher frequency band have improved.

The problem of spurious radiation in the single log-periodic antenna at the lower frequency has been exasperated by the spoke arrangement.

Therefore it is important to improve the design of the single log-periodic antenna before using it in a branch structure.

4. Future Directions

Further investigations into the fractal design will require establishing the extent of mutual coupling between elements when they are configured in an array. Determining the level of side-lobes in the orthogonal direction will give us a reasonable indication of this.

The current design of a log-periodic microstrip antenna is promising in terms of providing wideband performance (1-20 GHz), and dual polarisation. A number of possible changes to the current design need to be explored towards achieving the above objectives. Some of the suggested improvements to the current design are:

(a) Feed Arrangement: In the current design of the Radiating Element (RE), the radiating patches are proximity coupled to the feed line. It is envisaged that direct feed or slot-coupled arrangement of feeding power to the radiating patches could improve the overall performance of the RE over the desired wideband.

(b) Dual Polarisation: It is proposed that by arranging four REs in North-South and East-West configuration, could meet the desired dual polarisation requirement. Simulation trials for the proposed configuration are pending.

(c) Variation of Substrate Permittivity $\varepsilon$: During the characterisation of the RE for the wideband operation; spurious radiations in the lower frequency band were observed from the smaller patches of the RE. It is considered that a careful examination of variation in the permittivity of the substrate over the wideband and optimisation of radiating patch size needs to be undertaken for suppressing the spurious radiations.

While efforts are in hand for improving the existing design of the log-periodic antenna, further research into fractal antenna arrays may prove more encouraging. Otherwise alternative approaches may need to be considered in order to obtain better performing broadband characteristics such as Vivaldi antennas.
Research is being undertaken on the possibilities of using other configurations that promise 1-20 GHz wideband performance with dual polarisation. Preliminary study has indicated that arrays of “Bow-Tie” elements, notch elements and dielectric resonant array (configurations) could be considered as possible alternatives.

We also propose to fabricate a single log-periodic and Vivaldi antenna and undertake measurements to ascertain their overall performance/suitability. In addition the option of designing a multi-band array antenna for meeting the wideband and dual polarity objective is also being considered in parallel.
Appendix A: Fractal Theory

A.1 Introduction

Although fractals can be investigated informally, a formal framework leads to important concepts such as fractal dimension (which are integers for conventional Euclidean shapes and non-integers for fractals) and can be investigated for their relevance to antenna performance.

After reviewing metric spaces, some topological terms such as set distances, Cauchy sequences, complete and compact sets, we arrive at the so called space of fractals. We then continue with a look at iterated function systems and use this construct to define the Hilbert curve, used in the antenna design in the report and another well known fractal, known as the Sierpinski triangle. The Hilbert curve and Sierpinski triangle are two of the more popular shapes used in the investigation of fractal antennas.

The approach presented follows that in [Barnsley 93]. Far from just formal theory, it was the actual approach used in implementing the Matlab routines that created the fractals and the corresponding antenna designs.

Finally, theorems are stated without proofs and readers are referred to [Barnsley 93] for the proofs if needed.

A.2 Mathematical Preliminaries

Definition: A metric space is a space $X$ with a real function $d: X \times X \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ called the metric or distance between two points $x, y$ in $X$ if

1) $d(x, y) = d(y, x)$ for all $x, y \subseteq X$

2) $d(x, y) \geq 0$ for all $x, y \subseteq X$, $d(x, y) = 0$ iif $x = y$

3) $d(x, y) \leq d(x, z) + d(z, y)$ for all $x, y, z \subseteq X$

Definition: A Cauchy sequence is a sequence $x_n$ of points in a metric space $(X, d)$ if for any number $\varepsilon > 0$, there is an integer $N > 0$, such that

$d(x_n, x_m) < \varepsilon$ for all $n, m > N$

Theorem: If a sequence of points $x_n$ in a metric space $(X, d)$ converges to a point $x \subseteq X$ then $x_n$ is a Cauchy sequence

Definition: A metric space $(X, d)$ is complete if every Cauchy sequence converges to a point in $X$

Let $S \subseteq X$ be a subset of a metric space $(X, d)$. $S$ is compact if every infinite sequence $\{x_n\}$ in $S$ contains a subsequence having a limit in $S$. 
Definitions

Let \((X,d)\) be a complete metric space and \(\Psi(X)\) denote the space whose points are the nonempty compact subsets of \(X\)

1) Let \(x \in X\) and \(B \in \Psi(X)\) then \(dP(x,B) = \min( d(x,y) : y \in B )\) is the distance from the point \(x\) to the set \(B\)

2) Let \(A, B \in \Psi(X)\) then \(dS(A,B) = \max( dP(x,B) : x \in A )\) is the distance from the set \(A\) to the set \(B\)

3) The Hausdorff distance between points (sets) \(A\) and \(B\) in \(\Psi(X)\) is \(h(A,B) = dS(A,B) \vee dS(B,A)\) (where \(\vee\) means maximum)

Theorem: \(h\) is a metric on the space \(\Psi(X)\)

Definition: \((\Psi(X), h)\) is the “Space of Fractals”

Theorem: \((\Psi(X), h)\) is a complete metric space

A.3 Generating fractals: Iterated Function Systems

To generate fractals, in particular the Hilbert curve and Sierpinski Triangle, we look at the compact sets of the complete metric space \((\mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R},\text{Euclidean})\) i.e. the space of points in the plane with the usual Euclidean distance as the metric.

We start with a subset \(A\) of the plane, known as the initiator, then iteratively apply an operation, the generator, on this subset until it converges to our fractal. Fractals generated like this are known as Iterated Function Systems (IFS).

The question we need to ask is: What kind of operator do we require which will result in the self-similar properties we want?

The answer is: Hutchinson operators

Hutchinson operators are defined in terms of affine transformations. An affine transformation is one of the form

\[
\begin{pmatrix} x' \\ y' \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} r \cos \phi & -s \sin \theta \\ r \sin \phi & s \cos \theta \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \end{pmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix} x_o \\ y_o \end{pmatrix}
\]

Note
If \(0 < r, s < 1\) then it is called a contraction

if \(r = s = 1\) and \(\theta = \phi\), it is a rotation

if \(r = s = 1\) and \(\theta = \phi = 0\) it is a translation
Finally, a Hutchinson Operator is a transformation over the subset $A$ of the plane where

$$W[A] = w_1[A] \ U \ w_2[A] \ U \ldots \ U \ w_n[A]$$

and each $w_k[A]$ (k = 1..n) are affine transformations.

With this framework in place, we can now generate fractals. So how do we iteratively create our Hilbert curve?

Figure A1. Four stages or iterations in the creation of the Hilbert curve.

With a little thought, the transformations required to go from one stage to the next, are a combination (or union) of the following.
Mathematically, this is expressed as

$$W[A] = w_1[A] \cup w_2[A] \cup w_3[A] \cup w_4[A]$$

To explain these transformations, $w_1$ represents using the stage 0 shape (Figure A1 (a)) and scaling it by 1/2, rotating it by $-\pi$ then translating it (-1/2 -1/2) i.e. halving its size, rotating it then moving it to the bottom left.

In a similar way, the other three transformations each halve the size of the stage 0 shape and translate it to the other three corners. Note that $w_2$ and $w_3[A]$ don’t involve a rotation (or alternatively $w_2$ and $w_3$ we have rotation of 0) and $w_4$ rotates the shape by $\pi$ before translating it.

This process of resizing, rotation, and translation is repeating at each stage to get the next.

To look at another example, we can use the same technique to generate another fractal, the Sierpinski triangle.
Figure A2. The Sierpinski Triangle.

The first six stages or iterations are illustrated here, using the initial solid black triangle as the initiator or starting point. In contrast to the Hilbert curve, we need only a union of three transformations of contractions and translations (no rotations).

The transformations required to go from one stage to the next, are

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{w}_1 \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \end{pmatrix} &= \begin{pmatrix} 1/2 & 0 \\ 0 & 1/2 \end{pmatrix} \cdot \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \end{pmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \\
\mathbf{w}_2 \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \end{pmatrix} &= \begin{pmatrix} 1/2 & 0 \\ 0 & 1/2 \end{pmatrix} \cdot \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \end{pmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix} 1/4 \\ 1/2 \end{pmatrix} \\
\mathbf{w}_3 \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \end{pmatrix} &= \begin{pmatrix} 1/2 & 0 \\ 0 & 1/2 \end{pmatrix} \cdot \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \end{pmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix} 1/2 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]
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# Investigations into Novel Multi-band Antenna Designs

## Abstract

We investigate the possibility of using fractal geometry to construct radiating elements for phased array radar. We seek to understand whether the characteristics of individual fractal designs can give rise to multi-band or broadband performance and we do this by looking at Hilbert curves, log-periodic and circular-log-periodic radiating elements. We present the theory and discuss software that has been developed in order to model fractal elements and we present our findings accordingly.